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A Journey of Discovery

www.lower-austria.info
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Lower Austria,
Rich in Experiences

41 kilometer railroad line, 16 viaducts, 14 tunnels, a milestone in the history of railroad
engineering: Semmering Railroad, a structure on the UNESCO World Heritage List
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When we talk about Lower Austria, we are also
talking about Austria. Both have intact nature,
a source of inner strength and peace. Both have
a grand diversity of landscapes, from snowcapped peaks and gently rolling wooded hills to
the scenic Danube as a shared lifeline. Both have
an unmatched variety of cultural offerings that
draw on a spectacular heritage and manifest
themselves in the present as bold and multifaceted. Lower Austria has everything that makes
Austria what it is, just packed into a smaller
area: modern museums, warm hospitality and
excellent cuisine.

Wine samples fresh from the cellar
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Wine and apricot dumplings,
a taste of Lower Austria

Let Yourself be Inspired by
Lower Austria, Its Scenic

Countryside, Cultural Heritage
and Delicious Cuisine

Although Lower Austria is the essence of Austria, it still has its own unique traits. For instance, Lower Austria is the original historical
core of Austria. It was here in the early Middle
Ages that “Ostarrîchi” first began and that the
Babenbergs, the first ruling dynasty, had their
roots. It was here that the largest number of
monasteries was founded. The rich history of
the province has yielded a sumptuous cultural
heritage that can be viewed today in Lower
Austria.

The inspirational effects of the diverse landscapes shaped by nature and human hand are
evident in myriad examples. The Vienna Woods
inspired Ludwig van Beethoven to compose his
Pastoral Symphony while the Tullnerfeld stirred
Schiele to paint many a picture and Melk Abbey
sparked Umberto Eco to write his novel The
Name of the Rose. This creative use of rich resources is also reflected in the pleasure people
take in life, with world-class fine wines and a
variety of regional specialties.
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Lower Austria–
the Essence
of Austria
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Abbey Church in Melk:
Baroque at its most sublime

Lower Austria
Rich in Art

Some Regions
Somewhat More
on the
Receiving End
of History
than Others
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Lower Austria does not rest on the laurels of this
rich heritage but instead attempts to build upon
it and add new elements to it. This combination
of the traditional and the modern is impressively
apparent in Grafenegg, where the historical
castle stands a stone’s throw away from the
ultra-modern outdoor stage called the Wolkenturm, the tower of clouds. It is the venue for
music festivals showcasing excellent performers.

Stairway to heaven
in Melk Abbey
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At the same time that an artist was carving
a small limestone statue near the village of
Willendorf in the Wachau, wild goats were
grazing in southern Europe at the spot where
the Acropolis would later stand. This statue, the
famous Venus of Willendorf, was dug up in a
vineyard 27,000 years after being carved. Archeologists knew immediately it was a crucial piece
of human history.

Culture in Lower Austria:

From Small and Ancient like the
Venus of Willendorf to Big and
Modern like the Wolkenturm

Heavenly music at
the Wolkenturm
at Grafenegg
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Classic culture in the
Festspielhaus St. Pölten

Art Brut at Museum
Gugging

The Venus of Willendorf marks the beginning of
the tremendous cultural heritage of Lower Austria.
The structures the rulers of Lower Austria have
bequeathed to it over the past two millennia are
particularly impressive, from the remains of the
Ancient Roman provincial capital of Carnuntum
and the fortresses of the Babenbergs and the
churches and monasteries they established to
the grand projects of the Habsburgs, who
strewed magnificent architecture throughout
Lower Austria especially in the Baroque era.

Art and culture in Lower Austria come in other
guises, too. As a summer theater festival presented on 20 stages, for example. Or as a major
show like the Lower Austrian Exhibition held
every two years. Or—on an even larger scale—as
a landscape that is a gesamtkunstwerk, such as
the Wachau. Like the Semmering Railroad, this
section of the Danube is on the UNESCO World
Heritage List. An enchanting Venus left to us by
an unknown Stone Age sculptor was surely one
reason for that inclusion.
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Wachau is a Germanic word meaning the “curved one”. National Geographic Traveler Magazine
dubbed the scenic Danube Valley the “Best Historic Destination” worldwide
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Lower Austria
Rich in Mountains

Ötschergräben gorge:
Austria’s favorite hiking tour

Most Central,
Most Diverse

Imagine three sculptors having to share a studio
with each other. One is a down-to-earth fellow
from the West who chisels wildly jagged sculptures out of limestone. The second is a quiet bear
of a man, a master from the North, who renders
hard granite into twisted arcing shapes. And the
third is a hot-blooded virtuoso from the East, who
favors soft materials he can model into gentle
reliefs. The three artists sculpt so differently, yet
the studio, widely known as Lower Austria, has
a balanced feel nonetheless.

The wealth of landscapes is evident in the two
national parks and 23 nature parks but also in the
many possible vacations. You can walk through
the Ötschergräben canyon on Austria’s most
scenic hiking trail or pedal along the Danube Bike
Path, the most popular cycling route in Central
Europe. Or wedel down the Hochkar, the Austrian
ski resort with the most reliable snow cover, or
paddle through the Danube wetlands. Or why not
whiz through the Waldviertel on a mountain bike
on Austria’s most extensive trail system.
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A Province of

Diversity and Contrast,

a Province of Unlimited
Holiday Opportunities

Hof Palace is nature at its most refined
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Alpine lake or swimming in blossoms at Lunzer See

Crystal-clear streams and a misty morning in the Mostviertel
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Lower Austria is where the Alps meet the
Bohemian Massif and the Pannonian Plain,
creating an unmatched variety of landscapes:
Alpine meadows and riparian forests, gently
rolling hills and craggy ridges, lovely river banks
and mysterious moors. There is probably nowhere else in Central Europe where so many
landscapes form such a harmonious whole in
such a compact space. And there are so many
gardens and parks, where nature has been
esthetically shaped by human hands.

Lower Austria
Rich in Enjoyment
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Enjoying life the Lower Austrian way,
with Harald Pollak from Retzbacherhof,
Top Restaurateur of the Year 2013
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Great Wines,
Great Diversity,
Great
Temptations

The wine is at home
in cellar-lined roads

the Province Should Be Called
Higher Austria!
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White wines of international
format

Instead of Lower Austria,

as

Today Lower Austria produces more wine than
any other province in Austria with about 27,000 ha
of vineyards. Its Grüne Veltliners and Rieslings
are among the best whites in the world and ensure the excellent reputation of Austrian wines.
Led by a number of top winemakers, Lower Austria has become one of the most interesting wine
regions in Europe.

High Culture of High Enjoyment:

Restaurateur Barbara Holzapfel builds on a venerable,
old wine culture for her world-class white wines
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The Ancient Romans supposedly brought winemaking with them to Central Europe. However,
when they arrived in Lower Austria in 15 BC,
the local populace was already raising its wine
glasses to toast the newcomers. It is estimated
that wine has been grown in Lower Austria for
4000 years, time enough to develop a wine
culture globally unique in character. For instance, Lower Austria is almost the only winegrowing area with cellar-lined roads where wine
is pressed and stored or with heurige taverns
where the winegrowers serve their own wines.

Besides being the Austrian province of grand
wines, Lower Austria is a culinary treasure trove
for the country. Nowhere can such diverse regional specialties be found in fields and pastures,
orchards and bodies of waters. Marchfeld asparagus or Wachau apricots, Waldviertel carp or
Weinviertel pumpkins are the best known.
Wonderful delicacies are also made from the
Dirndl (Cornelian cherry) in the Pielach Valley
or the fruit of the checkers tree in the western
Vienna Woods or sheep’s cheese in the Mostviertel. There are so many delicious reasons to
visit Lower Austria!

Lower Austria

Enjoying life in the heart of Austria. Austria’s largest province is a region of diversity and contrasts, a region of
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unlimited holiday opportunities. People take time off for summer in the country or winter sports here to get some
exercise or catch their breath, to take in the stillness of the great outdoors or find joy in works of art. First and
foremost, however, they travel to Lower Austria for the sheer pleasure of it all: the varied landscapes, the grand
cultural legacy, the great range of culinary delights.

We are happy to advise you!
Niederösterreich-Information
3100 St. Pölten
Niederösterreich-Ring 2, Haus C
Phone: ++43/2742/9000-9000
info@noe.co.at
www.lower-austria.info

Enjoying Life
2 sites on UNESCO World Heritage List (Wachau
and Semmering Railroad) and 15 monasteries.
Over 50 venues for summer theater and festivals
plus over 600 museums and collections.
100 hosts with bon-vivant lodgings in unique
settings. 270 Wirtshauskultur inns. 70 awardwinning restaurants. Landhaus Bacher in Mautern
is among the world’s top 100 restaurants.
43 TOP excursion destinations, 38 show gardens,
32 “Enjoy” regions from Wachau apricots to Waldviertel gray poppy seeds, 10 % of farmers are
organic (biggest percentage anywhere in Austria).
Lower Austria has 30,000 ha of vineyards, more
than 50 % of the total vineyards in Austria. The
830 km Lower Austrian Wine Route winds its way
through this wine country.

Nature
Lower Austria has a land area of 19,172 km2, ¼ of
total land area of Austria. 42 % is cropland, 40 % is
forest, 11 % meadows, 1.7 % alpine pastures and
1.9 % vineyards. Highest point (Schneeberg) is
2,076 m above sea level; 258 km of Danube passes
through Lower Austria. 2 national parks (Donau-Auen
and Thayatal), 8 ski regions, 23 nature parks, 41 golf
courses, 4,200 km of cycling routes, 5,600 km of
mountain biking routes, 15,000 km of hiking trails.
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